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Testing provides confidence ...

load testing is one way to

evaluate your architecture



Load testing: asserting how the architecture 
performs under load with a view to monitoring 
the response times for key transactions.

Soak testing: asserting that the performance 
of the architecture remains stable over longer 
periods of time.

Stress testing: asserting what the upper 
bounds are for the scalability of the architecture, 
understanding how it reacts when stressed.



Load testing client 
simulating concurrent 

user access
Website

Other systems, data 
sources, etc

Simulate multiple users
with a

typical usage profile, 
preferably with an environment as near 

to production as possible



1. Understand the
non-functional 
requirements

Performance and scalability 
characteristics, typical usage 

profiles, etc.



2. Define the test script
Determine the actions to simulate 
from the test script and implement 

with a load testing tool.



3. Schedule and 
configure environment

Book testing slots to minimise 
disruption and configure data for 

load testing.



4. Determine metrics to 
record and monitor

Ensure that the test script captures 
the appropriate statistics and 

determine what system 
characteristics to monitor (e.g. CPU, 

RAM, IO, etc).



5. Execute pre-tests
Test the test scripts and monitor, 

refining if necessary.



6. Execute tests
Clear down the environment, warm it 
up, execute tests at varying levels of 

concurrent usage.



7. Analyse results
Calculate useful statistics (average, 

maximum and 95th percentile 
response times), draw graphs and 

make conclusions.



8. Write-up
Document the testing exercise 

including results, test conditions, 
metrics from environment monitoring 

and conclusions. Refine tests and 
repeat previous steps as necessary.





Our “From Developer to Architect” training course is 
about broadening your software development skills 
and has been designed to take full advantage of the 
technical knowledge that you already have; whether 
that’s .NET, Java or something else. This course will 
make you more “architecturally aware”, helping you 
build better software. It’s about pragmatic and real-
world software architecture rather than academic 
“ivory tower” software architecture.

From Developer to Architect
A 2-day interactive introduction to software architecture
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